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11 Introduction
In simple terms, a short credit spread is an instantaneous credit premium that an insurer
requires in order to protect insureds against default in a short period of time. Intensity
can be a candidate to model a short credit spread, and a key element in a credit risk
modeling is the expansion of the reference ltration. For this reason, short credit spreads,
intensity, and ltration enlargements are closely connected to each other. In this work,
we investigate the impact of ltration expansions (especially minimal and progressive
ltration expansions) over intensity and as well on short credit spreads. First we review
some related literatures.
The rst paper that introduced credit risk goes back to the work of Merton (1974).
His work was the foundation of structural models. In Merton (1974), default can happen
only at the maturity time. Later this model was extended by Black and Cox (1976) that
allows for default to happen at any time prior to the maturity. Economically, structural
models are interesting because they give an interpretation for the default time, but their
drawback is that they are not consistent with the market observations. In these models
it is assumed that the market value of the rm is observable which normally leads to
the predictability of the default time, especially when this market value is modeled by a
continuous process. It means that the investors would be aware of the probable default
time in advance, leading to zero short credit spreads. Zero short credit spreads indicate
no risk of default is contributed in a small period of time. It turns out that these short
spreads are always non-zero on the market, see Sarig and Warga (1989).
On the other hand, the reduced form models; pioneered by the works of Artzner and
Delbaen (1995) or Jarrow and Turnbull (1995), use a dierent approach to model credit
risk. In these models the probability of default is given by a relation in terms of either the
so called intensity process or hazard process. Here the default time is totally inaccessible,
which means that it is not predictable at all. Investors will never be aware of the default
time.
By contrast with structural models, these reduced form models yield non-zero short
spreads and also more useful formulas for pricing credit derivatives. So far, reduced form
models have been divided into two categories; intensity based models and hazard process
models. In intensity based models, the main focus is on the structure of the default
indicator process that is N = (Nt)t0 and Nt = 1fT tg, where the default time T is a
stopping time under a given ltration F = (Ft)t0, which can be considered as the whole
information available to investors on the market.
On the other hand, hazard process models are based on the conditional default prob-
ability under a given ltration i.e. P(T  tjGt), where the ltration G = (Gt)t0 can be
viewed as a limited amount of market information available to investors. More details
2on these two categories can be found in Jeanblanc and LeCam (2007).
While reduced form models are tractable, generally they do not use or determine a
default model of the rm. It means that contrary to structural models, here it is not
economically clear why default happens. On the other hand, although structural models
are economically appealing, they do not provide explanations for empirical observations
such as non-zero short spreads. Attempting to resolve these problems can lead to a link
between the structural and reduced form approaches. One of these ways is using the
concept of information in credit risk models.
The basic idea, to ll the gap between these two major models, is to introduce dierent
levels of information in the model. This prospect has been proposed to try unifying these
dierent credit risk models. The drawbacks of the structural models can be addressed
through this idea.
Perhaps among the rst papers to introduce the concept of information in the model
is that of Due and Lando (2001). They assume that investors just have periodic access
to the accounting data, at deterministic times t1;t2;t3;:::. By assuming a geometric
Brownian motion they nd that under full information F = (Ft)t0, for the default time
T , and for all t  0, we have limh#0
P(t<T t+hjFt)
h = 0, while under the periodic information
G = (Gt)t0, limh#0
P(t<T t+hjFt)
h = i
t (i for intensity), where i
t is almost surely non-zero.
These results imply that under full information, credit spreads go to zero as one decreases
the maturity time, while under imperfect information it is still non-zero.
Giesecke and Goldberg (2004) introduce the I2 model. In this model, the default time
is dened as the rst hitting time to a barrier. In their model investors are allowed to
observe the rm's value evolution process X = (Xt)t0, which is assumed to be contin-
uous, but they cannot observe the rm's default barrier. They assume that this default
barrier is a random variable with a given distribution.
Giesecke (2006) describes and categorizes dierent available types of information. In
his paper it is shown that under complete information and a predictable default time,
the short spreads are zero. Then he studies the case of incomplete information and
obtains a fairly general pricing rule. In this paper, under progressive ltration expansions,
the relation between intensity and information is presented. Overall, the conclusion is
as follows: with the continuity assumption of the rm's value evolution process, we
can recover the structural models under complete information, and as the level of the
information decreases the model changes to a reduced form one.
In contributions that deal with the concept of information, traditionally there are
two levels of information; the market information as the incomplete information and
the manager's information as the complete information. In the presence of jumps and
complete information one could still expect non-zero short spreads. Guo, Jarrow and Zeng
3(2009) directly study the structure of the intensity under dierent 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including delayed and incomplete ltrations.
We rst study technical properties of intensity under two ltrations representing two
levels of information. The purpose is to precisely dene this concept and its properties.
It is hoped that this part of the work serves as a good survey and helps a better under-
standing of how these properties and characteristics are aected under some ltration
expansions. This also leads to a more consistent economical framework. Then having a
rigorous denition of intensity, we explain the relation between intensity and credit risk
models.
Dierent intensity-based credit risk models are distinguished through dierent types
of ltration expansions and we believe that this provides a much better understanding
of the relationship between intensity, credit risk models, and ltration expansions. We
then concentrate on information based models and this is done under more economically
reasonable ltration expansions than that of progressive ltration expansion. The main
goal is to generalize some already known results, especially those of Giesecke (2006), but
under more sophisticated ltration expansions like minimal ltration expansion. The
structure of the paper is as follows.
In Sections 2 and 3 , the mathematical background, properties, and calculation meth-
ods of intensity are discussed. Sections 4 reviews intensity and credit risk models. In
Section 5, information based models are discussed and some characteristics of intensity
are addressed through dierent types of ltration expansions. Section 6 provides an
economical interpretation of intensity under minimal ltration expansion. Section 7 is
devoted to conclusions.
2 Intensity: Denition and Properties
Assume that the completed probability space (
;F;P) is given and all the subsequent
ltrations on this space satisfy the usual hypotheses. Consider the indicator process
N = (Nt)t0, Nt = 1fT tg, where T can represent the default time of a rm. Assume
that T > 0 is a stopping time with respect to a ltration F = (Ft)t0, representing all the
information available to investors. Then by Doob-Meyer's decomposition, there exists a
unique F-predictable increasing process  = (t)t0 such that the process (Nt   t)t0
is a uniformly integrable F-martingale. The process  is called the compensator1 of the
process N. Notice that t = t^T for all t  0. This is because that by Theorem 18,
Chapter III of Protter (2004), the process (Nt^T   t^T )t0 is also a uniformly integrable
F-martingale. Since the process N is stopped at T (which means Nt = Nt^T , for all
1Sometimes the process  is called \predictable compensator" or \dual predictable projection" of N.
4t  0), the uniqueness of Doob-Meyer's decomposition implies that t = t^T for all
t  0.
An interesting relation exists between the stopping time T and t.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that N, T , and F are as above. Then T is a totally inaccessible
stooping time (or informally a complete surprise) if and only if  is almost surely a
continuous process.
The \if" part of this theorem can be proved by a simple contradiction argument,
together with Doob's optional sampling theorem. For a proof of the \only if part", we
refer to Theorem 20, Chapter III of Protter (2004).
For almost all ! 2 
, the sample path t 7 ! t(!) is increasing and hence it denes a
measure on R+. In some cases, for instance in an intensity based modeling, it is assumed
that this measure is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Hence
under this assumption and up to an evanescent set, we have t =
R t
0 i
udu where the
process i = (i
t)t0 is the Radon-Nikodym derivative
 
dt
dt

t0 and can be interpreted
as the instantaneous likelihood of default. Here, the letter \i" stands for the word
\intensity". The reason behind this interpretation is due to the Laplacian approximation
method that will be explored in Section 3. We call i the intensity of the default model
or simply just intensity.
In what follows, two notions of intensity in a general framework are dened.
Denition 2.1. Assume that T is a random time that is not necessarily a stopping time
with respect to a ltration G = (Gt)t0, where G is the sub-ltration of F and T is a
stopping time with respect to F. Assume that there exists a nonnegative G-adapted process
i = (i
t)t0 such that (Nt   t)t0 is an F martingale, where Nt = 1fT tg and
t =
Z t
0

i
sds; t  0:
Then the process i is called the intensity of the default model (T ;G).
Remark 2.1. Regarding this denition, the following points are worth noting:
1. The above denition is borrowed from Giesecke (2006) with two minor modica-
tions. Giesecke's i is assumed to be G-predictable and bounded. The main reason
for changing the former is explained in Remark 6.1.
2. In the above denition, T is not necessarily measurable with respect to G, therefore
not all results of Chapter II of Br emaud (1981), especially those that are related to
change of history like Theorem 14 of Section 4, are directly applicable.
53. In most cases, the intensity i is a G-adapted, c adl ag process, therefore to get a
predictable version (in fact a c agl ad process) one can take i
t  as the intensity,
where i
t  = lims!t  i
s. Notice that
R t
0 i
sds =
R t
0 i
s ds. The proof of uniqueness
for the intensity in the class of c agl ad processes (if it exists) is fairly simple.
Lemma 2.1. Considering Denition 2.1, we have the following:
1. For all non-negative F-predictable processes X, we have that E[
R 1
0 Xs dNs] =
E[
R 1
0 Xsi
s ds]:
2. If F = G, then there is a G-predictable version of i (this is important to prove
the uniqueness of the intensity that we investigate later) that must vanish after the
stopping time T , in the sense that

i
t1ft>T g = 0; P(d!)  dt(!)   almost surly:
3. The intensity in Denition 2.1 is not necessarily unique. However if it is G-
predictable, then it is unique in the sense that for any two G- predictable intensities
i and e i,

i
t = e 
i
t; P(d!)  dt(!)   almost surly:
Proof. 1. Since  is nite variation and predictable and N  is an F-martingale, this
is a direct application of Theorem 3.17, Chapter I of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987).
2. Since  in the above denition is an F-predictable process, Proposition 3.13, Chap-
ter I of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987) implies that one may choose i to be F-
predictable as well.
For the second claim rst note that since  denes a measure, the product measure
P(d!)  dt(!) is well dened. Next note that t =
R t
0 i
s ds =
R t^T
0 i
s ds =
R t
0 i
s1fT sg ds, and so e s = i
s1fT sg is an F-predictable intensity2. Now from
Theorem 12, Section 4, Chapter II of Br emaud (1981) we have that

i
s1fT sg = 
i
s; P(d!)  ds(!)   almost surly;
which concludes the result.
3. The intensity in Denition 2.1 is not unique, to see an example we refer to Theorem
10, Section 3, Chapter II of Br emaud (1981). If the intensity is G-predictable, then
it is F-predictable too (because G is a sub-ltration of F) and the uniqueness follows
from Theorem 12, Section 4, Chapter II of Br emaud (1981).
2Although e s = i
s1fT >sg is an F-intensity too, it is not predictable.
6Now we present another denition of intensity which is applied in some credit risk
models based on hazard processes. First we dene the hazard process.
Denition 2.2. For a reference ltration G and a random time T as in Denition 2.1,
the hazard process   is dened by  t =  lnGt, assuming that Gt = P(T > tjGt) is
non-zero for all t  0.
Remark 2.2. In some literature, the process   is also called integrated hazard process.
Since G = (Gt)t0 is non-zero in the above denition, T can not be a stopping time
with respect to G: This can be easily veried by noticing that if T is a stopping time
with respect to G then Gt = E[1fT >tgjGt] = 1fT >tg:
The intensity based hazard is dened as follows.
Denition 2.3. Assume that T is a random time in a reference ltration G and h be a
nonnegative G-adapted process. Then h is called the intensity based hazard of the default
model (T ;G) if
 t =  lnP(T > tjGt) =
Z t
0

h
sds;
almost surely for all t  0: The letter \h" stands for the word \hazard".
Lemma 2.2. 1. In the above denition, if h is G-predictable, then   is also G-
predictable. On the other hand, if   is a G-predictable process, then one may
choose h to be G-predictable as well.
2. Suppose that h is a G-predictable intensity based hazard, then it is P(d!)dh
t(!)-
almost surely unique on fT > tg, where h
t =
R t
0 h
s ds, i.e. if e h is another
G-predictable intensity based hazard then

h
t1fT >tg = e 
h
t1fT >tg; P(d!)  d
h
t(!)   almost surly:
Proof. 1. These claims follow respectively from Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.13,
Chapter I of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987).
2. Under an appropriate ltration expansion F of G and T , it can be proved that both
 
h
t1fT >tg

t0 and

e h
t1fT >tg

t0
are also intensities in the sense of Denition 2.1,
(see Proposition 5.1). Then the conclusion follows from point 3 of Lemma 2.1.
In the literature, both Denitions 2.1 and 2.3 of intensity are used. To distinguish
them, we call the second one intensity based hazard. In Proposition 5.1, we see how these
two types of intensity are related. We end this section by providing a simple example in
order to understand the idea of the intensity in this sense of Denition 2.1.
7Example 2.1. Assume that N = (Nt)t0 is a homogeneous Poisson process with a con-
stant intensity  and the rst jump time T . Let F be the natural ltration generated
by N. The process (Nt   t)t0 is an F-martingale, and using Doob's optional sampling
theorem, we conclude that (Nt^T   (t ^ T ))t0 is a uniformly integrable F-martingale.
Since T is the rst jump time of N, NT = 1 and Nt = 0 for all t < T . From the iden-
tity Nt^T = Nt1fT >tg + NT 1fT tg, we get Nt^T = 1fT tg. So the process N = (Nt)t0,
Nt = 1fT tg is the homogeneous Poisson process stopped at its rst jump time T , and the
process

Nt  
R t
0 1fT sgds

t0
is a uniformly integrable F-martingale. If a predictable
intensity is required, since 1fT sg is an F-predictable process, the uniqueness of the in-
tensity (see point 3 of Remark 2.1) gives that i
t = 1fT tg for all t  0: Notice that
t =
R t
0 1fT sgds =
R t
0 1fT >sgds, so 1fT >sg is also an intensity, but it is not necessar-
ily predictable.
The above argument can be easily extended to a non-homogeneous Poisson process
or a Cox process.
3 Existence and Calculation Methods of Intensity by
Laplacian Approximation
We explained some properties of intensity. However, two questions are yet unanswered.
Does the intensity exist in any default model, and if yes, how to calculate it? Unfortu-
nately the answers to these questions are not very satisfactory. This section describes
technical problems that are brought up in the calculations of intensity even when full
information is available.
Throughout this section it is assumed that the completed ltered probability space
(
;F;(Ft)t0 ;P) satises the usual hypotheses. Regarding Section 2, here it is assumed
that F = G and the default time T is a stopping time with respect to F.
By Theorem 2.1, the total inaccessibility of the stopping time T is a necessary con-
dition for the existence of the intensity, but it is not sucient. Giesecke (2006) gives an
example where the stopping time T is totally inaccessible but there is no intensity. One
of the most general methods to calculate intensity under some circumstances is given
by Guo and Zeng (2008). Under some technical conditions, they provide a procedure to
obtain the intensity. However, in this section, we discuss a classical approach based on
the following formula

i
t = lim
h#0
P(t < T  t + h)jFt)
h
; for all t  0; (3.1)
where the limit is taken pointwise almost surely. We will see that this formula is not
8always correct. We still discuss this method because of its intuitive classical denition of
the intensity in (3.1).
Since calculating the intensity also leads to obtaining the compensator of the process
N =
 
1fT tg

t0, any result to calculate the compensator of this process should be helpful.
Perhaps the most well known one is Meyer's Laplacian approximation, see Meyer (1966)
for the proof.
Theorem 3.1. (Meyer's Laplacian Approximation) Let X be a potential of Class D and
X = M    be its Doob-Meyer decomposition. Dene

h
t =
R t
0 E[Xs   Xs+hjFs] ds
h
: (3.2)
Then for any stopping time T , limh#0 h
T ! T , where the convergence is taken in
the sense of the weak topology (L1;L1): Furthermore, if  is continuous, then the
convergence is in L1.
Remark 3.1. Note that Theorem 3.1 cannot be directly used for the process X = N,
because the process N is not a potential. But, one can apply this theorem on the process
X =
 
1fT >tg

t0 which is a potential. Then by observing that 1fT tg = 1 1fT >tg, for all
t  0, the compensator of N can be obtained.
It seems that Theorem 3.1 together with the intuitive denition of intensity in (3.1),
give an easy solution to calculate the intensity. However, this leads to some problems.
The process X =
 
1fT >tg

t0 is a potential of Class D and its Doob-Meyer decom-
position exists. If the compensator  of
 
1fT >tg

t0 is not continuous then the con-
vergence in Theorem 3.1 is in the weak sense. Therefore h
t is weakly approaching
to t and so, even if limh#0
P(t<T t+hjFt)
h exists, there is no guarantee that the equality
R t
0(limh#0
P(s<T s+hjFs)
h )ds = t holds. A simple example for which limh#0
P(t<T t+hjFt)
h
exists, but this equality does not hold, is given by Guo, Jarrow and Zeng (2009).
Suppose that the compensator  is a continuous process, then the convergence in
Theorem 3.1 is in the strong sense of L1. Further assume that the limit in (3.1) exists
pointwise almost surely. Under proper conditions, Lebesgue's dominated convergence
theorem can be used to prove that limh#0 h
t also exists pointwise almost surely, say 
0
t
equal to
R t
0 limh#0
P(s<T s+hjFs)
h ds, then for any sequence hn approaching 0 we have
Z
j
0
t   tj dP =
Z
lim
n!1j
hn
t   tj dP  lim
n!1
Z
j
hn
t   tj dP;
by Fatou's lemma. Since 
hn
t is approaching t in L1, a simple implication shows that

0
t = t almost surely and the two processes 
0 and  are indistinguishable:
t = lim
h#0

h
t =
Z t
0
lim
h#0
P(s < T  s + hjFs)
h
ds: (3.3)
9So in the case of the continuous compensator, under some circumstances the intuitive
denition of intensity in (3.1) is correct. Just as a reminder, note that by Theorem
2.1, the continuity of  is equivalent to the total inaccessibility of T : Generalizing and
precising the above argument lead to Aven's Theorem, see Aven (1985):
Theorem 3.2. (Aven) Let (Nt)t0 be a counting process, assuming that E[Nt] < 1 for all
t. Finally, let fhngn1 be a sequence which decreases to zero, and for each n, let (Y t
n)t0 be
a measurable version of the process
 
E

Nt+hn   NtjFt

hn
!
t0
. Assume that the following
statements hold with (i
t)t0 and (yt)t0 being non-negative measurable processes:
1. For each t  0, limn!1 Y t
n = i
t, almost surely,
2. For each t  0, there exists an n0 = n0(t) such that for almost all !
jY
n
s (!)   
i
s(!)j  ys(!); s  t;n  n0;
3.
R t
0 ysds < 1;almost surely for 0  t < 1:
Then

Nt  
R t
0 i
sds

t0
is an Ft-martingale, i.e. the process
R t
0 i
sds

t0
is the com-
pensator of (Nt)t0 :
Applying the above theorem for the special counting process N =
 
1fT tg

t0, gives
a procedure to calculate the intensity i
t based on the intuitive formula (3.1). In this
theorem, the main problem is nding the dominating non-negative measurable process
(ys)s0.
In summary, the above discussion shows that regardless of the continuity of the com-
pensator, if the limit in Theorem 3.1 is in the strong sense of L1, then the intuitive de-
nition of intensity given by (3.1) could be true. A critical question then is if in Meyer's
Laplacian approximation, regardless of the continuity of , we have strong convergence
in L1? The answer to this question is \no". A paper by Dellacherie and Doleans-Dade
(1970) is devoted to constructing a counterexample.
Finally, notice that even if the intensity is given by Equation (3.1), substantial work
still must be done to calculate the limit.
In what follows as an example, by accepting the economical denition of default, the
intensity in the case of a Brownian motion with drift perturbed by a compound Poisson
process is investigated. The idea follows the same approach of Guo, Jarrow and Zeng
(2009), based on formula (3.1), for the proof we refer to Proposition 4.1 of Okhrati (2011).
10Proposition 3.1. Let X be a Brownian motion with drift perturbed by a compound
Poisson process
Xt = u + t + Bt +
Nt X
i=1
Yi; for all t  0
where N = (Nt)t0 is a homogenous Poisson process with intensity , Bt is a standard
Brownian motion and the Yi are i.i.d. with density fY on R. Assume that FX is the
natural ltration generated by X. Dene the default time by
 = infft;Xt < 0g;
and let fTigi1 be the arrival times of the Poisson process N. Then on the event f >
t;Tn  t < Tn+1g, limh#0
P[t<t+hjFX
t ]
h ; is equal to

Z 1
 1
( Xt   y)fY(y) dy; (3.4)
where  is the standard normal distribution function
(x) =
1
p
2
Z x
 1
e
 t2=2 dt:
Corollary 3.1. Let X be a compound Poisson process with drift
Xt = u + t +
Nt X
i=1
Yi; for all t  0
where N = (Nt)t0 is a homogenous Poisson process with intensity  and the Yi are
i.i.d. with an absolutely continuous distribution function FY on R. Assume that FX is
the natural ltration generated by X. Dene the default time by
 = infft;Xt  0g;
then on the event f > t;Tn  t < Tn+1g, limh#0
P
 
t<t+hjFX
t

h ; is equal to


FY( Xt)

: (3.5)
Proof. This can be proved by exactly the same steps as for Proposition 3.1 or else we can
directly conclude just by noticing that for a normally distributed random variable with
zero mean and zero variance, the distribution function  is the Heaviside step function
(x) = 1fx0g:
Now we discuss whether formula (3.4) is an intensity. As explained before, if the
stopping time  is totally inaccessible, then the compensator of
 
1ftg

t0 is continuous
11and formula (3.4) could be an intensity in the sense of Denition 2.1 for the default model
(;F). However, the default can happen in two fashions.
The rst one can be caused by a sudden jump of the underlying process X, while
the second one is driven by a continuous crossing of the horizontal access. Since all the
jump times of the process X coincide with the jump times of the Poisson process N, and
because of the independent increments of the process, it is expected that all the jump
times of the process X are totally inaccessible stopping times.
On the other hand, a continuous crossing of the horizontal access is a predictable
stopping time. So it seems that  has two parts, one predictable and one totally inac-
cessible. More precisely, we have the following beautiful theorem of Meyer, but before
stating this theorem we dene the following notation.
Denition 3.1. Assume that in the probability space (
;F;(Ft)t0 ;P), the random time
T is a stopping time. Then for any A 2 FT , we dene
TA(!) =

T (!); if ! 2 A;
1; if ! 62 A:
Under the assumptions of the above denition, it is easy to prove that TA is a stopping
time and T = TA ^ TAc.
Theorem 3.3. (Meyer's Previsibility Theorem) Let X be a (strong) Markov Feller pro-
cess for the probability Pv, where the distribution of X0 is given by v, and with its
natural completed ltration Fv: Let T be a stopping time with Pv(T > 0) = 1: Let
A = f!;XT (!) 6= XT  (!) and T (!) < 1g. Then T = TA ^ TAc, where the stopping
times TA and TAc are respectively totally inaccessible and predictable.
Since L evy processes are examples of Strong Markov Feller processes, Theorem 3.3
shows that all the jump times of a L evy process are totally inaccessible stopping times.
It also proves that the stopping time  is not totally inaccessible, because the set A in the
above theorem does not cover the whole set 
 almost surely . Therefore we can not apply
Theorem 3.1 to conclude that formula (3.4) is an intensity in the sense of Denition 2.1.
What we can conclude is the following, where the conditions of Aven's Theorem can be
established:
Proposition 3.2. Let X be the following process
Xt = u + t +
Nt X
i=1
Yi; for all t  0
where Nt is a homogenous Poisson process with intensity , the Yi are i.i.d. with an
absolutely continuous distribution function FY on R and  > 0. Dene the default time
12by
 = infft;Xt < 0g;
then the intensity of the default model (;FX) in the sense of Denition 2.1 is equal to

i
t = 

FY( Xt)

1f>tg: (3.6)
Note that since  > 0, the process crosses the barrier only through a sudden jump
and therefore  is a totally inaccessible stopping time. Proposition 3.2 is obtained using
the Laplacian approximation method, but a more general version of this proposition for
Markov Feller processes with nitely many jumps over bounded intervals is proved in
Guo and Zeng (2008) by a completely dierent method using a compensation formula.
4 Intensity and Credit Risk Models
In the previous sections, we discussed the mathematical aspects of intensity. In this
section, we briey review some related credit risk models categorized under structural
and reduced form models. We start with structural models. This approach was pioneered
by Merton (1974) and it was the foundation of credit risk structural models.
In Merton's model, a credit event dened at time T based on the rm's asset value.
Hence, the rm defaults only at time T depending on whether the value of the rm's
equity is more than or below its debt. On the other hand, Black and Cox (1976) suggest
that the rm may default at any time before T. This is modeled by dening the default
time as

D = infft;Xt < Dg; (4.7)
which is the rst passage time of the asset process below the barrier D. In Denition
(4.7), D could be a constant, a random variable or even a random process. The barrier
D can be interpreted as the total amount of liabilities or a level of the rm's assets value
for which the management of the rm decides to liquidate the assets if their value falls
below D.
In analyzing the above model, it is assumed that the asset process X and the barrier
D are observable by investors. Therefore, we are assuming that investors have complete
access to the asset process and accounting data of the rm including liabilities D. This
makes sense only if the rm's accounting data are announced publicly, they can be
estimated accurately from equity values, or modelers are rm holders, which may not
be true. Normally rm holders are not that willing to spread out information of the
rm to other investors, and hence investors outside the rm have partial access to the
rm's accounting data. Even beyond that, rm holders may be banned from investing in
13bond markets by insider's legislations. Therefore the asymmetry of information between
management and investors must be considered.
Suppose that the ltration FX;D =

F
X;D
t

t0
is generated by X and D. Then D
is a stopping time with respect to this ltration. It can be shown easily that if X is a
continuous process then the stopping time D is predictable. The predictability of the
default time D has some impact on credit risk modeling. To study these eects, rst
(short) credit spreads are dened.
Let T be a general stopping time (not necessarily in the form of (4.7)) with respect
to a ltration F. Assume that the stopping time T models the credit event. Suppose
that yc is the yield at time t, t < T and t < T , on a credit risky, zero coupon bond with a
unit face value issued by a private corporation. Assuming a random interest rate (rs)s0
and a non-zero recovery process R, yc satises the following equation
E
h
e
 
R T
t rsds(1fT >Tg + RT 1fT Tg)jFt
i
= e
 yc(T t): (4.8)
Here it is assumed that R is zero and the interest rate is deterministic, hence in this
case an equivalent form of the formula (4.8) is
yc  
R T
t rsds
T   t
=  
lnP[T > TjFt]
T   t
:
This dierence is called the credit spread of the risky bond at time t, and it is denoted by
S(t;T), see Giesecke (2006) for some interpretations. In other words, the credit spread
at any time t < T, t < T is dened as the excess yield demanded by the investors in
order to be willing to buy a private corporate bond over a risk free one. Short credit
spreads are dened as
lim
T#t
S(t;T) = lim
T#t
 
lnP[T > TjFt]
T   t
; (4.9)
whenever this limit exists. Short credit spreads are interpreted the same as credit spreads
but for very short periods of times. Proposition 3.2 of Giesecke (2006) implies that under
the predictability assumption of the default time, short credit spreads are zero.
Remark 4.1. We just point out that the assumption limn!1 P[T  t + 2 njFt] = 0 for
t < T of Proposition 3.2 of Giesecke (2006) is redundant as it can be concluded by using
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem for conditional expectation.
The predictability of the default time leads to the following two conclusions.
First by the above proposition, the short credit spreads are zero. This means that
on short periods of time corporate bonds behave like risk-free bonds. Hence in short
periods of time, buyers of a credit risky bond should not require an excess yield over the
risk free yield. In the context of CDSs, that act as insurance contracts to protect buyers
14by paying a unit amount of currency in case of default, zero short credit spreads should
imply that insurers do not demand for any premium in short terms, and insureds are
protected for free.
Second if the default time of the company is predictable, by denition of predictability,
there is an announcing sequence of stopping times and so investors will be aware of the
upcoming default in advance. This causes a continuous convergence of bond prices to
the default contingent one.
None of the above conclusions are empirically supported. For non-zero short credit
spreads we refer to Sarig and Warga (1989), and for discontinuity of credit risky bond
prices near the default time, please check Due, Pedersen and Singleton (2003). For
more discussions and some numerical examples, we refer to Giesecke (2006).
The above problems can be addressed in two dierent directions.
In the rst one that has been studied broadly and will be slightly reviewed in the
following two sections, is related to an access of information. As mentioned earlier,
structural models assume a symmetrical access of information between investors and the
rm's management, this is to make the default time observable and hence predictable.
In the second direction, the problems can be addressed by assuming that the evolution
of the rm's asset value is modeled by a jump process, which is a reasonable assumption.
Here, even under the assumption of having complete information on the asset process,
the default time is not necessarily predictable. As we argued, the short credit spreads
can be non-zero as well.
Now, we review the second type of classical credit risk models known as reduced form
models, based on the idea of intensity.
Reduced form models go back to Artzner and Delbaen (1995), and Due and Sin-
gleton (1999). These models, instead of focusing on the credit default, assume that the
default time is given exogenously by a default rate (or a hazard process) which should
be specied using a probability of default and market prices. For example, Jarrow and
Turnbull (1995) assume that the default time is modeled by the rst jump time of a
Poisson process.
As it can be seen in this example, the main problem with these models is that they
do not explain why rms default. They do not have the appealing default framework
of structural models, but they can give more tractable pricing formulas and realistic
results, such as non-zero short credit spreads. Although the hazard process approach is
normally categorized under reduced form models, in this section, we mainly focus on the
intensity based approach in the sense of Denition 2.1 when G = F. In other words, full
information is available. Since dierent levels of information are considered in the hazard
process approach, we believe it is more appropriate to study it in Section 5.
15As mentioned before, one of the features of reduced form models (especially the hazard
process models) is their tractable pricing formulas for defaultable securities (claims).
Roughly speaking it means that a defaultable security can be priced as a risk-free security
just by adjusting the risk-free discount rate; see Due and Singleton (1999), Jeanblanc
and LeCam (2007) or Giesecke (2004b) for discussions about this. Although this is
mentioned in the literature frequently, we warn the reader that other than the simple
cases like Example 2.1, in general the intensity based pricing approach leads to calculating
a jump process which is not easy to handle.
Let H be an FT-measurable random variable, and to simplify the notation it is as-
sumed that the interest rate is zero which in turn implies that the discount factor is one.
Then the price of the defaultable claim H1fT >Tg is given by Due, Schroder and Skiadas
(1996),
E[H1fT >TgjFt] = 1fT >tg
 
Wt   E[WT 1fT TgjFt]

; (4.10)
where WT = WT   WT   and
Wt = e
 tE[He
 TjFt]:
The left-hand side of Equation (4.10) is the price of the defaultable security. Unfortu-
nately, even in simple cases the process W is not easy to handle and not even necessarily
continuous at the default time T : For more details, we refer to Jeanblanc and LeCam
(2007) and references therein. In the special case when WT = 0, the price of the general
defaultable claim H1fT >Tg at time t is equal to
E[He
t TjFt]:
If there is an intensity then the above formula reduces to
E[He
 
R T
t i
sdsjFt]:
In the presence of a non-zero interest rate r = (rs)s0, the last formula gives
E[H1fT >TgjFt] = E[He
 
R T
t (rs+i
s)dsjFt]: (4.11)
Therefore the price of this defaultable claim can be computed as a default free one, just
by adjusting the discount factor r into an eective one r + i. However one should keep
in mind that this is true if the process W is continuous at the default time T . This
special case is treated in Giesecke (2006).
Remark 4.2. Equation (4.10) is obtained under the physical measure P. The proof of this
result has nothing to do with the underlying probability measure. The absence of arbitrage
16guarantees the existence of a risk neutral probability measure. In nancial modeling, a
risk neutral probability measure is chosen to price derivatives and it has a large impact
on pricing. However, in an incomplete market, this probability measure is not unique and
it is selected based on the model and risk management criteria.
Unlike structural models, in intensity based models the default time is a complete
surprise for the investors (because of the continuity of the compensator , see Theorem
2.1), hence it cannot be anticipated by a sequence of stopping times. This means that
even for very short periods of time there is a chance of default and so non-zero short
spreads are charged by the insurer for bearing that risk in short terms. This is consistent
with empirical results.
5 Information Based Models
In structural and intensity based models, one unique ow of information is considered.
Despite this, in information based models, dierent levels of information are considered.
The main intuition behind these models is that normally those who are closer to the
management's board of a rm have more information than market investors.
Obviously for a nancial product, dierent levels of information should produce dif-
ferent prices, and in fact as we see below this is also theoretically supported. For example
in an extreme scenario, a security contract could be worthless in the view of managers
who are aware of the upcoming default, but still in demand for market investors. In other
words, bond investors might not have as much information as equity holders. Because of
this, information based models some times are called incomplete information models.
The model of Due and Lando (2001) is also an information based model since two
dierent levels of information are considered. Structural and intensity based models
can be represented as information based models. In terms of information, both models
use the same level of information. What makes them dierent is how they model the
credit event. In structural models, the default event is made endogenously through an
economical denition of default, while in intensity based models it is given exogenously
by an intensity.
Note that the default time T of the rm can be a stopping time with respect to one
level of information, while it is just a random time with respect to the other ltration.
Giesecke (2006) explains dierent levels of information.
Information based models start by introducing a reference ltration G = (Gt)t0
representing the market information available to market investors. Normally, the random
time T is not measurable with respect to G, even if it is observable by market investors.
For example in Giesecke and Goldberg (2004a), investors are able to observe the rm's
17accounting data (or mathematically the underlying process X) and the credit event
T , but not the default barrier D, then the appropriate -algebra Gt is generated by
(Xu)0ut.
Assuming that investors can observe the default barrier D and receive periodic noisy
reports (Re)tk = Xtk + Ytk, for k  1, deterministic times t1 < t2 < :::, and independent
noise random variables Ytk, yields the model of Due and Lando (2001). In this model,
for tn  t < tn+1, the reference ltration G is equal to
Gt = (Ret1;Ret2;:::;Retn;0  s  t): (5.12)
5.1 Credit Risk Models and Filtration Expansions
In intensity based models, explained in Section 4, it is assumed that there is only one
ltration in the model. Therefore Denition 2.1 was applied when G = F. In the general
case, we have an information based model and to make T a stopping time with respect
to the ltration F (investors ltration), the ltration G must be extended appropriately.
In this context, the ltration G is called the reference ltration.
As we already saw, depending on the model, the default time T is not necessarily a
G-stopping time. Since we are analyzing a credit event represented by a default time
T , technically it is necessary to work in a ltration for which T is a stopping time.
It is worth noting that this is not just a technical assumption because at the time of a
bankruptcy or default, investors on the market will be informed. Therefore by considering
G as the appropriate ltration for investors, we automatically have assumed that they
cannot observe the default event. Hence the investors ltration F = (Ft)t0 must be an
appropriate expansion of the reference ltration G that makes T a stopping time.
Because there is more than one way of expanding a ltration, this is where dierent
approaches based on dierent expansion methods come into play. First we explain these
ltration expansions. There are three main methods of expanding the reference ltration
G in credit risk models. These are explained below.
The rst type is called progressive ltration expansion and is dened as
Ft = fB 2 F1; for some Bt 2 Gt;B \ ft < T g = Bt \ ft < T gg; (5.13)
where F1 = G1 _(T ) and G1 =
W1
t=0 Gt, see Section 3, Chapter VI of Protter (2006)
for properties of this ltration expansion. An instant problem appears with the expanded
ltration F. On the event fT  tg it must include the whole information of the reference
ltration G. Mathematically we have the following
G1 \ fT  tg  Ft:
18Obviously accepting this ltration expansion requires the progressive knowledge of the
reference ltration for investors, at least partially on the event fT  tg.
The second type is called minimal ltration expansion and is dened very intuitively
as the minimal expansion of the reference ltration G that makes T a stopping time
Ft = Gt _ (fT  s;s  tg):
In contrast with the progressive ltration expansion, it does not require information up
to innity and makes T a stopping time. A very useful and simple observation is that
the minimal ltration expansion is a subset of the progressive ltration expansion.
The third type of ltration expansion used in credit risk modeling is introduced by
Guo and Zeng (2008). This includes the minimal and progressive ltration expansions
as special cases. It is dened as any ltration F that satises the following
Gt \ ft < T g = Ft \ ft < T g; for all t  0: (5.14)
To understand the role of these ltration expansions, we explain some models related
to each.
5.2 Progressive Filtration Expansion
Giesecke (2006) uses the progressive ltration expansion to study dierent levels of in-
formation. Under the progressive ltration expansion, he obtains a fairly general pricing
rule, which is basically equation (4.11).
A good question to bring up at this point is what is the reason to use a progres-
sive ltration expansion while we know realistically it is not true? The reason behind
this choice is a technical result due to Jeulin and Yor (1978) (see Theorem A.1 in the
Appendix) that provides a compensator of the process N = (Nt)t0, Nt = 1fT tg in the
progressive ltration expansion of G and T . However, a corollary of Guo and Zeng (2008)
shows that the consistency of the compensator holds under a more general ltration ex-
pansion. This means that the compensator of N is the same under the progressive and
minimal ltration expansions. Regarding this extension of Jeulin-Yor's theorem, some of
the results in Giesecke (2006) can be improved. Here, we mention one of them.
Under the progressive ltration expansion, Giesecke (2006) explains the relation be-
tween the intensity based hazard and the intensity in Denition 2.1. In his proof he uses
Jeulin-Yor's theorem. By using the extended version of Jeulin-Yor's theorem, and some
modications of the proof of Proposition 5.8 in Giesecke (2006), we can get the following
improved version.
19Proposition 5.1. Assume that F is any ltration expansion of the reference ltration G
and T that satises (5.14). This includes the minimal and progressive ltration expan-
sions as special cases.
If h is an intensity based hazard, in Denition 2.3, then i
t = h
t1fT >tg, t  0; is
an intensity in the sense of Denition 2.1. Moreover, if h is G-predictable and T is a
G-stopping time then there is a G-predictable version of i, given by i
t = h
t1fT tg.
On the other hand, if i is the intensity in the sense of Denition 2.1 and if the
compensator of   is given by 1    , then on T > t, i is also an intensity based hazard,
i.e. 1fT >tgP(T > tjGt) = 1fT >tge 
R t
0 i
s ds, t  0.
In both Denitions 2.1 and 2.3, i and h are allowed to be G-predictable processes.
If i and h are G-predictable then obviously they are F-predictable also. But what
changes if we let them be F-predictable? As the next lemma shows, this depends on how
ltration F is developed from ltration G.
Lemma 5.1. Assume that i and h are F-predictable and F is any ltration expansion
of G and T , such that it is a subset of the progressive ltration expansion of G and
T . Then on T > t, h can be considered as a G-predictable process, i.e. there is a G-
predictable version of h, say e h, such that 1fT >tgP(T > tjGt) = 1fT >tge 
R t
0
e h
s ds:
If in addition, T is a G-stopping time, then there is a G-predictable version of i.
Proof. Under this ltration expansion, by Lemma 1 in Jeulin and Yor (1978), there are G-
predictable processes e i and e h, such that e i
t1fT tg = i
t1fT tg and e h
t1fT tg = h
t1fT tg:
Next note that
1fT >tgP(T > tjGt) = 1fT >tge
 
R t
0 h
s ds = 1fT >tge
 
R t^T
0 h
s ds = 1fT >tge
 
R t
0 h
s1fT sg ds;
therefore from e h
t1fT tg = h
t1fT tg we get 1fT >tgP(T > tjGt) = 1fT >tge 
R t
0
e h
s1fT sg ds =
1fT >tge 
R t
0
e h
s ds; and the rst claim is concluded.
The compensator  of the process
 
1fT tg

t0 satises t =
R t
0 i
s ds =
R t^T
0 i
s ds =
R t
0 i
s1fT sg ds =
R t
0
e i
s1fT sg ds, and so e i
s1fT sg is a G-predictable intensity. Therefore,
i in Denitions 2.1, can be considered as a G-predictable process.
Remark 5.1. Since the minimal ltration expansion is a subset of the progressive l-
tration expansion, as a special case, the expanded ltration F in the above lemma can be
either one of the two.
5.3 Minimal Filtration Expansion: The First Approach
Next we focus on the minimal ltration expansion. In this context, normally there are two
approaches to analyze credit derivatives. The rst approach investigates the existence of
20the intensity in the sense of Denition 2.1. Then this intensity is used to analyze credit
derivatives which is mainly pricing risky assets.
Due and Lando (2001) use the periodic-noisy ltration (5.12) as the reference l-
tration and obtain an intensity used for pricing. In their model, Xt = eZt, where
Zt = Z0 +mt+Bt, and the periodic-noisy reports are produced by (Re)tk = Xtk +Ytk,
where Yt is a Gaussian process independent of X. The default time T is considered to
be d = infft;Xt < dg for some constant d. They use Laplacian approximation and
calculate intensities i;

i
t =
1
2

2@f
@x
(t;d);
where f(t;:) is the conditional density of the conditional distribution of Xt given Ft
(the minimal expansion of Gt), and
@f
@x(t;d) is the partial derivative of f(t;x) respect to
x, evaluated at x = d. First, they had proved that this conditional distribution has a
continuously dierentiable conditional density.
Guo, Jarrow and Zeng (2009) introduce a delayed ltration. Roughly saying, a delayed
ltration is a subset of FX
t , for some  > 0 and FX
t is the natural ltration generated
by the underlying asset process X. Hence it is assumed that as time passes, eventually
investors get full information. Then the minimal ltration expansion of this delayed
ltration is used to obtain intensities of general one-dimensional, continuous Markov
processes, regime-switching models and jump diusion processes. As the structure of
intensities and the exact denitions are complicated, for more explanations we refer the
reader to the original paper.
Therefore there are appealing results that give closed forms of intensities in the min-
imal ltration expansion. However, as it was explained in Section 4, pricing the credit
risky products is not an easy task due to the existence of the jump process in (4.10).
So in terms of pricing rules based on (4.10), there may not be sucient motivations to
obtain intensities. But in Section 6, we explain a real interpretation of intensities that
makes intensities useful tools to study in credit risk.
Theorem 13 of Guo, Jarrow and Zeng (2009) discloses the signicance of information
in pricing credit risky assets. It shows how the level of information eects the price. The
interesting point is that as investors information gets updated, the price of the security
under the investor's (partial) information approaches the price of the security under
management's (full) information.
5.4 Minimal Filtration Expansion: The Second Approach
The second approach in the context of minimal ltration expansion is related to the
hazard processes. Despite the rst approach, here there is a more ecient pricing rule.
21Assume that H is a GT-measurable random variable and P(T > tjGt) is non-zero for all
t  0. A direct application of Corollary A.1 in the Appendix gives
E[H1fT >TgjFt] = 1fT >tg
E[H1fT >TgjGt]
E[1fT >tgjGt]
: (5.15)
Now we show that E[H1fT >TgjGt] = E[He  TjGt]: It is enough to prove that
Z
C
E[H1fT >TgjGt]dP =
Z
C
E[He
  TjGt]dP; for all C 2 Gt:
From the denition of conditional expectation we have
Z
C
E[H1fT >TgjGt]dP =
Z
C
H1fT >TgdP; (5.16)
Z
C
E[He
  TjGt]dP =
Z
C
He
  TdP: (5.17)
On the other hand, by using the law of iterated expectations we get
Z
C
H1fT >Tg dP = E[H1C1fT >Tg]
= E
h
E[H1C1fT >TgjGT]
i
= E
h
H1CE[1fT >TgjGT]
i
= E[H1Ce
  T] =
Z
C
He
  T dP;
where we have used the denition of hazard process. Hence the left-hand side of Equations
(5.16) and (5.17) must be equal
Z
C
E[H1fT >TgjGt]dP =
Z
C
E[He
  TjGt]dP:
The uniqueness of the denition of conditional expectation implies that
E[H1fT >TgjGt] = E[He
  TjGt]: (5.18)
From Equations (5.15), (5.18) and the denition of hazard process we get the following
rule for the price of the defaultable claim H1fT >Tg,
E[H1fT >TgjFt] = 1fT >tge
 tE[He
  TjGt]: (5.19)
As in Equation (4.10), please note that the above expectation is obtained under a physical
measure. Now if we assume that H is a discounted payo and the underlying probability
measure is risk neutral, Equation (5.19) gives a rule to price this payo.
22Comparing to the pricing rule in (4.10), the pricing rule in (5.19) is more applicable
in the sense that it does not involve a jump process. But in general, calculating the
conditional expectation E[He  TjGt] is not an easy task.
However, to obtain intensities in this approach one must use additional assumptions,
either on the hazard process or on the ltration enlargements. For example in Elliott,
Jeanblanc and Yor (2000), it is assumed that   is continuous and increasing. Then an
explicit form of the intensity in the sense of Denition 2.1 is obtained. To adapt their
work to our setting, we let the reference ltration G be FB, where FB is the completed
natural ltration of the Brownian motion B. Then assume that T is any random time
that is not a stopping time with respect to G. If the hazard process   is continuous and
increasing, then under the minimal ltration expansion of G and T , they prove that

i
t = 1fT >tg 
0
t;
where  
0
t is the derivative of   with respect to t. Notice that since in this case   is
monotone, then it is dierentiable almost everywhere.
The above assumptions on   are closely related to the so called H-hypothesis, that
states that martingales in the reference ltration remain also martingales in the extended
one. When this hypothesis does not hold, the situation is even more complicated. In
this case, the stronger assumption of the H
0-hypothesis is needed that states that semi-
martingales in the reference ltration remain semimartingales in the extended one. For
more details we refer to Jeanblanc and LeCam (2007).
5.5 Filtration Expansion: The Third Type
The third type of the ltration expansion in (5.14) is a more general one introduced by
Guo and Zeng (2008) and includes all the minimal and progressive ltration expansions
and most of the intensities mentioned above. Instead of assumptions on the hazard
process and ltration enlargements, in this paper the notion of \local jumping ltration"
is introduced. Under a few assumptions, they give a fairly general formula to calculate
the intensity under a strong Markov process.
6 Interpretation of Intensity
Finally we discuss a realistic interpretation of the intensities. Obtaining intensities (either
hazard based or in the sense of Denition 2.1) are not just useful for pricing matters.
Since intuitively intensities are instantaneous likelihoods of default, it is not surprising
that they can be used as measures for short credit spreads. Giesecke (2006) proves that
in the case of progressive ltration expansions, the intensities based hazard are in fact
23short credit spreads. Hence, they can be interpreted as the excess yields demanded by the
investors for holding the credit risky assets over the risk free ones in very short periods of
time. In his proof, Theorem 14 in Protter (2004, Chapter VI) is used. Here, we improve
this result for a more general type of ltration expansion including the progressive one.
Also the predictability and boundedness assumption of intensity are relaxed. In our
proof, we use Corollary A.1 in the Appendix.
Proposition 6.1. Assume that F is any ltration expansion of the reference ltration
G and T such that F is the subset of the progressive ltration expansion of G and T .
Suppose that h is the intensity based hazard of the default model (T ;G) such that for
each t  0, sup0st h
s is P - integrable and h
t+ = lims#t+ h
s exists. Then for each t < T ,
limT#t
P(T TjFt)
T t exists and we have
lim
T#t
S(t;T) = 
h
t+:
Proof. By applying Corollary A.1 and since T is an F-stopping time, we have,
1fT >tg lim
T#t
P(T  TjFt) = lim
T#t
1fT >tg
P(t < T  TjGt)
P(T > tjGt)
:
Notice that
P(t < T  TjGt)
P(T > tjGt)
= 1  
P(T > TjGt)
P(T > tjGt)
;
and the denition of the intensity based hazard gives the following
P(T > TjGt) = E[P(T > TjGT)jGt] = E[e
 
R T
0 h
sdsjGt]:
Therefore we obtain
lim
T#t
1fT >tg
P(t < T  TjGt)
P(T > tjGt)
= lim
T#t
1fT >tgE[1   e
 
R T
t h
sdsjGt]:
We have that E
h
1 e 
R T
t h
s ds
T t jGt
i
 E
hR T
t h
sds
T t jGt
i
 E[suptsT h
sjGt], therefore Lebesgue's
dominated convergence theorem for conditional expectation is applicable and we get:
lim
T#t
P(T  TjFt)
T   t
= E
"
lim
T#t
1   e 
R T
t h
sds
T   t
jGt
#
= E

lim
T#t

h
TjGt

= E[
h
t+jGt] = 
h
t+: (6.20)
Equation (6.20) is obtained by the right continuity assumption of the ltration G. There-
fore for each T > t, limT#t
P(T TjFt)
T t exists.
24Finally by using Taylor's expansion of ln in (4.9), one can easily prove that (or see
Proposition 3.1 in Giesecke (2006))
lim
T#t
S(t;T) = lim
T#t
P(T  TjFt)
T   t
;
and the result follows.
This generalizes Proposition 5.10 in Giesecke (2006). It also covers the minimal
ltration expansion as it is a subset of the progressive ltration expansion.
Remark 6.1. In Proposition 5.10 of Giesecke (2006) corresponding to the above proposi-
tion, h is both right continuous and predictable. In fact, in Giesecke (2006) predictability
is assumed in the denition of intensity. If we further assume that h has also left-
hand side limits, Proposition 2.24, Chapter I of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987) implies that
h
T = 0, almost surely on fT < 1g for all totally inaccessible stopping times T .
While this does not cause a problem with continuous intensities, for example as Due
and Lando (2001), it is not consistent with those modeled by jump processes, for instance,
intensity L evy models in Chapter 5 of Schoutens and Cariboni (2009) or as a simple
example the intensity of Proposition 3.2. Also from an economical point of view, shocks
in markets normally occur unexpectedly, which is best modeled by totally inaccessible
stopping times. Therefore in simple words, if h
T = 0, almost surely on fT < 1g for
all totally inaccessible stopping times T ,then this implies that short credit spreads are not
sensitive with respect to unpredictable shocks (or simply jumps) in the markets. However,
this consistency problem does not happen with Proposition 6.1.
A similar result holds for an intensity in the sense of Denition 2.1. We have the
following proposition.
Proposition 6.2. Assume that F is any ltration expansion of the reference ltration G
and T such that Denition 2.1 is satised. Suppose that i is the intensity in the sense
of Denition 2.1 for the default model (T ;G) which is Pds- integrable on 
[t;T] for
all 0  t  T. Let e i = (E[i
sjFt])st, then for each t < T , limT#t
P(T TjFt)
T t exists and we
have
lim
T#t
S(t;T) = e 
i
t+:
25Proof. Since T is an F-stopping time, we have,
1fT >tg lim
T#t
P(T  TjFt)
T   t
= lim
T#t
P(t < T  TjFt)
T   t
= lim
T#t
E
hR T
t i
sdsjFt
i
T   t
= lim
T#t
R T
t E[i
sjFt] ds
T   t
= e 
i
t+:
Where the second equation is due to the denition of compensator and the third equation
is obtained by using Fubini - Tonelli theorem for conditional expectations.
Now the same as Proposition 6.1, since limT#t S(t;T) = limT#t
P(T TjFt)
T t ; the result
follows.
Remark 6.2. Under anyone of the following conditions, the process e i = (E[i
sjFt])st
is right continuous for each t, i.e. e i
t+ = e i
t:
 The intensity is right continuous, and for each t  0, sup0st i
s is P - integrable;
in particular if i is bounded.
 The intensity is a special semimartingale such that its nite variation part is a
process with integrable variation.
7 Conclusion
Under a general ltration expansion that covers minimal and progressive ltration ex-
pansion as special cases, the connection between two well-known intensities and their
technical details are studied. It turns out that in the case of minimal ltration expansion
there is the same connection between these two types of intensity as progressive ltration
expansion. The intuitive method of calculating intensity by Laplacian approximation and
the implementation of intensity in dierent credit risk models are discussed in details.
Though progressive ltration expansion is a tractable approach in modeling dierent
levels of information, investors in the market update their information in a minimal way.
Hence modeling credit risk events requires a more sophisticated ltration expansion.
The impact of dierent ltration expansions in credit risk models is considered with an
emphasis on minimal ltration expansion that is consistent with economical observations.
It is shown that under the minimal ltration expansion both types of intensity can be
interpreted as short credit spreads.
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A Technical Results
Theorem A.1. Assume that T is a random time in the reference ltration G and
 t = P(T > tjGt) > 0; almost surely for all t > 0, and E( t) > 0. By Doob-Meyer's
28decomposition, there is a unique nondecreasing G-predictable process K such that the
process   + K is a G-martingale. Suppose that F is the progressive ltration expan-
sion of G and T . Then Jeulin-Yor's results states that

1fT tg  
R t^T
0
1
 s dKs

t0
is an
F-martingale.
Remark A.1. The original form of this theorem in Jeulin and Yor (1978) considers
more than one ltration expansion that includes the progressive one.
Lemma A.1. Assume that X is an integrable F-measurable random variable on the
probability space (
;F;P). Suppose that on this probability space, F2  F is any -
algebra expansion of F1  F and a random time T such that the following hold:
 F1  F2 and T is F2 measurable,
 F2  fA 2 F;there is B 2 F1;A \ fT > tg = B \ fT > tgg:
Then for all t  0, we have
E

1fT >tgX j F2

P(T > tjF1) = 1fT >tgE

1fT >tgX j F1

:
By a simple application of the previous lemma, we have the following corollary.
Corollary A.1. Assume that X is an integrable F-measurable random variable on the
probability space (
;F;P). Suppose that on this probability space, F = (F)t0 is any
ltration expansion of G = (G)t0 and a random time T such that:
 T is an F-stopping time,
 F is a subset of the progressive ltration expansion of G and T , i.e. for all t  0,
Ft 

A 2 G1 _ (T );there is B 2 Ft;A \ fT > tg = B \ fT > tg
	
 for all t  0, P(T > t j Gt) is almost surely non-zero.
Then for all t  0 we have
E

1fT >tgX j Ft

= 1fT >tg
E

1fT >tgX j Gt

P(T > t j Gt)
:
29